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THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM FOR CLOSED UNIVERSES

Dieter R. BRILL

JANET

analytique et Mécanique céleste)
4c année, 1960/61, n° 3 14 janvier 1961

1 . Boundary conditions without boundary conditions.

In previous papers ([2] , [4], [5]) , everywhero rogular, asymptotically
Schwarzschildian solutions of tho "vccuum" Einstein equations wore discussod from

-tho point of viow of tho initial value problem. The physical meaning of tho

boundary condition of asymptotically Schwarzschildian behavior is not clear from
the point of viow of Mach"s principle ([1 1], [12]) , because it is not clear how
the preferred "non-rotating" coordinate system is determined. The alternative

boundary condition considered hcre, that the universe be closed hn spaco, doo s not
introduce any such preferrod coordinate system. Thore is some hope that a condition
of this typo be a first step toward ~ rigorous fornxlation of s principle

([6] , 3rd edition p. 117).
A discussion of closod universe solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations is

also intoretting because only one set of equations has to be solved, and no

phonomonological description of matter is ncedod. Probloms like that of stability
may bo most easily troatod in a universe of puro and the results for
this case will throw some light on the more complicated situation when other fields
are also presont.

2. Universes topology.
In reference [4] it was shown that thc time-symmetric initial walue equation

for an axially symmetric metric on an initial hypersurface, .

takes on tho form

(2b) 03A6 = (ð2 + (ð2 (definition of "Schrödinger potential" 03A6 ).

As shown in references [4] and [5] , by choosing the paramoter X between zero

and a "critical" value B 
o 

for e. fixod q one can obtain solutions of (2) for
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V which correspond to a concentration of gravitational waves of various total

losses between zero and infinity.

The value X is the lowest eigenvalue of (2a) . The corresponding eigenfunction
satisfies the boundary condition ? 1 0(l/r) for r = (p2 + 
evaluating the nitric (1) nocr the origin of the now coordinate r’ = 1 r one can

easily see that the "point at infinity" r’ = 0 can bo added to the manifold to

complete it smoothly to a closed space with the topology of a three-sphere.

Physically this result can be interpreted thus : the arbitrary function q

represents a degree of freodom of the gravitational waves, and ? is the 

potential" corresponding to the mass-enery in the waves. (It can be shown that

there is a one-to-one correspondence between q , ’1’ Arnowitt, Doser and

Nisner’s transverse-transverse [2] and "potential" part of the gravitational field,
respectively). As the "strength" 03BB of the waves is increased, this mass incroasos

until it is sufficient to curl up space into a closed universe.

TAUB [13J has given a class of explicit solutions of the vacuum Einstein equations

which, by proper choico of parameters and periodicity of coordinates, doscribe a

three-sphere on each hypersurface t = Cte . These solutions are explicit 
.

examples of the kind of universes closed up by their content of gravitational
radiation that we are hero discussing. universes are homogeneous, so that

it may seem strange from a physical point of view to say that they contain gravita-

tional radiation. However, it should be noted thr.t the null-congruence associated

with the eigenvectors of the Riemann tensors of these metrics has non-vanishing

twist [8], so that iio wavefronts or phase-surfaces could occur - a type of field

thct is not even understood as yot in electromagnntism.

3 . Universes with othor topologies.

To construct solutions of the time-symmetric initial value equation R = 0 one

can again use Lichnerowicz’s method for example, [5]) : Represent tho

solution as ds2 = -I choose del and solve the equation

for V . For one inay choose, for example, a closed, rmltiply-connoctod swco.

(3) will then in general solutions only for a class of moasure zero of

"base metrics" d03C32 , typicclly for one metric out of ea.ch one-parameter class.

This follows from the theorem of KODAIRA and SPENCER [9], th"t the oigenvalues of
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a continuous one-parameter family of strongly elliptic operators aro continuous
functions of tho 

Explicit examples of solutions of the time-symmetric initial value equations for
"wormhole universes" of topology S 1 x S2 have boon given by R. LINDQUIST [10].
Some of those solutions high dogree of symmetry, so various idontifi-

cations can bo made to obtain initial solutions with other topologies. In particular,
one can obtain in this way a solution with the non-orientable topology S 1 x P2 .
4. solutions excluded f or certain topologies.

In closcd spaces will not adroit tho trivial flat t’.. solution ;
for therc is no way of defining a flat metric on a topological threo-

sphoro. Tho class of closod spaces that do admit a flat uotric is known as

the Clifford-Klein spaces [7]. It is interesting that the flat space seems to bcr
the only solution of the initial value equations for those topologios. For example~
by generalizing the method of [1] one can show that the "total contain-

cd in a, throe-torus must vcnish, at loast for small departures from flatness ;
therofore the metric must be exactly the f lat metric.

5. Dynamics of closed universes.

The dotailed dynamics of closed universes can be very complicated, particularly
if they contain "wormholes" or (gravitational) goons. It has boon possible to

gain some insight into tho time development of closed univorse from

the moment of time-symmetry by studying the total volume v =  (3g)1/2 d 3 x of

the subsequont space-like hypcrsurfacos. If coordinates are chosen such that

%0 = - 1~ 8o~ = 0 , one finds

Therefore a time-symmetric universe will always ao;xtrc,ct, never cxpand, from tho

moment of time-symmetry. This result confirms the theorem of AVEZ. [3] about non-

oxistence of periodic solutions for compact spccos : a closed universe cannot

have more thr.n one surface of time-symmetry.

explicit solution mentioned in section 2 in contracts until the

volume vanishes, indicating e singularity. The following table comparcs
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the dimcnsionless life-time (0) of tho Taub univer se with that of two

homogeneous and isotropic universe solutions (Here R(0) is tho maximum radius,
dofined from tho maximum volume) :

Taubt s time-symmetric universe (0) = 0.49 n

Dust-filled Fricdmann universe 0.50 n

Radiation-fillod universe 1.

The two latter universes aro not solutions of tho vacuum Einstein equations but

thoy can be considered approximations to such solutions : universes’ fillod with

randomly distributed gravitational geons, and. universes f illod with randomly
oriented gravitational radiation. This approximation will only hold for tims °

small compcrod to the total lifetim, for originally small doviations from 
°

isotropy and homogeneity may bocom important in the late stages of contraction.

Preliminary perturbation calculations on TÐ.ub’s solution to first order in o.n

inhomogoneity parameter indicate that the inhomogenoity will increase in time as

log(T - t) . This result would confirm Wheeler’s conjecture ([ 14] , p. 128) that
closed universe solutions will generally ddvolop a singularity after a finite prcper
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